
Donor Page

National Park Trust
Established 1997
Executive Director: Grace Lee

Causes: Animal Shelters, Social Injustice, Socioeconomic Inqequality 

I believe that our gifts and 
resources are not our own. It's 
our obligation to leave the world 
in a better place than we found it.

82 Week Streak Top 10% of Donors Under 40

Brian , you and your network have contributed over $45,760 to nonprofits. Wowzers! Let's see what your 

connections are up to:

Jonathan is 
now following 
National Park 
Trust

Eric just sent 
kudos to 
Michael W!

James is now 
following St. 
Francis Soup 
Kitchen

Macy just left a 
comment in the 
Down Syndrome 
Society 
community

Elite

Nonprofit Page

We preserve parks today and create park stewards for 
tomorrow.

We acquire the missing pieces of our national parks, the 
privately owned land located within and adjacent to our 
national parks? boundaries. We also bring thousands of kids 
from under-served communities to our parks; they are our 
future caretakers of these priceless resources.

10 135

My organizations

National Park Trust

Program(s): Kids to Parks Day

Amount: $100, recurring monthly

Total Amount Given: $2,000

Adjust

"NPT is doing some awesome work with 
educating kids on the importance of land 
conservation. Buddy Bison is also cute AF!" 
@jonathanchen @ericludlow

Why do you support the National Park Trust 
#NPT? Tag your friends using the '@'!

Adjust your goal of donating $5,000 by January 2023:

Organizations in your network near Brooklyn, NY

National Park Trust Programs

Kids to Parks Save the Wetlands Vento Award Event

Community

NPT is doing some awesome work with educating kids on the importance of land conservation. 
Buddy Bison is also cute AF!" @jonathanchen @ericludlow

Why do you support the National Park Trust #NPT? Tag your friends using the '@'!

Agreed,  I met their ED the other day and she couldn't have 
been nicer. What a hidden gem of a nonprofit!

I used to intern at the National Park Trust and they're organization is amazing. The people are 
amazing and their Kids to Parks day is something my kids were so excited to partake in.

Yabba dabba doo! What a cool organization. @Wonnie89 @BeLikeMike24 ya'll need to check out 
this organization.

Organizations in your network near Brooklyn, NY

National Park Trust Financials

vs. Your Age

Your Giving Over Time

vs. Your 
Occupation

vs. Your 
Network

Your giving deep dive

vs. Your Age

Your Giving Over Time

vs. Your 
Occupation

vs. Your 
Network

Donor Page Primary Functions:
1.) Your Network - users are required to sign in through LinkedIn, and using those connections we are 
surfacing 'People You May Know' to connect with on the platform
2.) Similar to Linkedin Newsfeed, surface updates from people in your network
3.) Afffiliated Nonprofits: Grants/Giving is established at the Nonprofit page, but those 'subscriptions' or 
'history' are accessible on the Donor page for edit
4.) Commenting: Similar to GoFundMe, we are hoping for our users to be able to leave tips or advice for 
other potential donors. These comments (in the form of text and image) are then published at the nonprofit 
page
5.) Analytics: Dynamically generate graphics to show how your giving history compares to others
6.) Badges: Similary to Yelp Elite, based off of milestones or comparison metrics, rewards users with badges
7.) Messaging: Be able to send 'kudos/high fives' or 'direct messages' to people in your network

Private vs. Public
An added wrinkle is that only some of the above elements should be publicly available:
1.) Network - shared or second degree connections
2.) Afffiliated Nonprofits - public or private on an individual nonprofit basis as determined by the user 
(donation amounts not surfaced, but affiliation COULD BE surfaced)
3.) Commenting: Public if the individual nonprofit is made public
4.) Badges

Nonprofit Page Primary Functions:
1.) Donation Collection: Can we allow users to set up one time or recurring donations, also allowing users to 
select a specific cause (if no causes exist, defaults to the general nonprofit fund)
2.) Surfacing members of a user's network
3.) Dynamic graphics that show nonprofit program goals that are real-time updating
4.) Community: Allow users and nonprofits to post messages (text, image, or vide) to a community board. 
The community board needs to have edit functionality, as well as upvoting, downvoting, and tagging 
functionality (think Slack)
5.) Dynamic graphics that show how a nonprofit's fundraising, users, and business metrics stack up to other 
nonprofits in it's geo, size, and industry 

Onboarding Flow

Let's start your journey to give back to 
the community that you love.

What are the causes that you are most passionate about?

I agree to the Pulley, Inc Terms of Use, P:rivacy Policy, and Personal 
Charitable Giving Fnd Policies and Guidelines.

Start following the organizations that your community 
supports

Search and add your own list of organizations

A

A

A

A

Let's finish your profile. Tell the world what you're 
about.

Upload Your Best Smile If you had one quote to live by, what would it be?

Onboarding Functionality:
Onboarding flow is relatively straightforward. However the experience relies on:
1.) Having a lookup database of nonprofits
2.) An existing network of contacts already on the platform, otherwise defaulting to surface nonprofits that are 
a.) related to the causes your passionate about and b.) local nonprofits in the user's geo

Objective
Millennials are compelled to support transparent and inspiring causes that give them the power to influence. 
Today, there is no platform that is leveraging social to enable discovery and build trust between donor and 
nonprofit. Our aim is to give donors the power to leverage their network to discover, support, and influence the 
organizations that are inspiring to them. We believe that a transparent and interactive community of engaged 
donors and nonprofits will usher in a new standard of giving.

Inspiration
GoFundMe has proven that groups of people can be moved to support hyper-targeted efforts. The power of 
GoFundMe is that the discovery of a cause happens through your network (social), and the impact of your 
resources is clear, concise, and short-term satisfying.

Nonprofits and charitable organizations are confined to their individual websites, or lucky to be found through 
one of the many archaic comparison sites that exist today (CharityWatch, CharityNavigator, Guidestar, etc).

Yelp has proven that user-generated content is valuable to outsiders and also incredibly impactful on purchasing 
behaviors. ?Yelp Elite? is proof that even with no tangible benefits, a certain sect of users is driven by status and 
gamification to be frequent users.

LinkedIn has proven that a social network can be powerful even without daily active users. The platform has a 
clear and differentiated offering that requires MAUs if not DAUs.

GoFundme
Yelp.com
LinkedIn.com
Guidestar.com

Donation Flow

Process

Pulley Protects Your Donation

See our Pulley Giving Guarantee

Tip Pulley, Help Improve Our Platform

Pulley has a 0% platform fee for organizers and relies on the generosity 
of donors like you to operate our service.

Return to National Park Trust

National Park Trust

You're in good company, 10 members of 
your network also support this nonprofit.

Pulley Tip

Choose how National Park Trust should use your $50 donation

Kids to Parks

Save the Wetlands

Vento Award Event

General Fund

Total

25%

10%

35%

30%

100%

Once per week

Once per year Just once

Once per month

Donation Flow:
1.) Funds need to dump into a Paypal giving fund

Pulley Protects Your Donation

By continuing, you agree with Pulley terms and privacy policy.

See our Pulley Giving Guarantee

Pulley Protects Your Donation

Messaging

Causes: Animal Shelters, Social Injustice, Socioeconomic Inqequality 

I believe that our gifts and resources are not our own. It's our obligation 
to leave the world in a better place than we found it.

82 Week Streak

Brian , you and your network have contributed over $45,760 to nonprofits. Wowzers! Let's see what your connections are up to:

Jonathan is now following 
National Park Trust

Eric just sent kudos to 
Michael W!

James is now following St. 
Francis Soup Kitchen

Macy just left a comment in the Down 
Syndrome Society community

Elite

Resetting Passwords, Editing Profile

Resetting Passwords, Editing Profile

Homepage

New User

A place for 
nonprofits and 
people to meet.

Create a Profile

Get inspired to give with a little 
help from your friends.

Create Your Profile Connect with friends and family

Tell your story and which organizations 
you already support

Discover new organizations to support. 
Join forces with the members of your 
community

Do more good, more easily

Spread the word to your community. 
Start a movement with friendly 
competition or by starting an individual 
campaign

We've got you covered.
Pulley is a trusted leader online fundraising. 
With no fees for nonprofits to raise donations 
and a team of safety experts behind you, you 
can raise money or make donations with peace 
of mind.

https://www.gofundme.com/f/mtdrdc-texas-elementary-school-shooting-victims-fund?qid=34962fec4f60bc392bd629dff7f7ddcb
https://www.yelp.com/biz/lucia-pizza-new-york
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
https://www.guidestar.org/profile/52-1691924
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